Complaints of stagnant curricula, last week's - no - last year's mystery meat and an unending chain of dull weekends are unfounded. Looking back a few years shows phenomenal progress and constant flux. We now have team teaching, "liberal" visitation and hockey puck on a plate. Not only have we come a long way, baby, but we're still on the move. The past, though, is our foundation - the still point in our changing world.

Health personnel - a very general term for very unique people. The Allied Health Sciences encompass Hospital Administrators, Medical Technologists, Physical Therapists, Nursing Anesthesiologists, Radiology Technologists, Dental Hygienists and Occupational Therapists. Each school is relatively small, but they are indispensable members of the total health care team - the goal of MCV.
Rumor has it that dentists love to drill little holes, but tremendous controversy surrounded who could legally fill cavities. Law suits were chic in the fall of '75 as dentists refused to pay the school the outstanding bills their patients had accumulated. Other suits concerned authorizing technicians to fill cavities as part of a dental health care team. All was not quiet in the Lyons Building last year.

Graduate and/or professional students abound at MCV. The Whatsamatta U senior’s dream comes true - his own lab! Grad students infiltrate every school and every department, and help bind MCV together.
Everyone has his ideas about med students, but today no one can dispute that they have more guts than practically anyone here. Who else would prepare for a career that demands such exorbitant malpractice insurance? First year students may initially chuckle that "getting in" is the worst part, but seasoned veterans of four years know better...

Blue nursing uniforms pepper the campus, Joe's, the student center and Jarrett Apartments. Men and women both find MCV an ideal place to pursue nursing careers. The ghost of varicose veins still haunts first year nurses, but Earth-Shoes and instructors have given them reassurance. Misconceptions are constantly replaced with facts as nurses prepare to deal with people: their problems, their psyches, and their personalities.
Dr. Lowenthal's bra kept second year pharmacy students amused, but there weren't many smiles on the seniors. A beefed up curriculum surprised them in their clinical year. Sophomores, as usual, learned to adjust to the idiosyncrasies of their professors, and together they all plunged deeply into the LEGAL "drug scene."

The varied schools at MCV have little continuity other than a medical education. Physical therapists seldom work with students in medicine, pharmacy or dentistry, and vice versa. A few activities, such as the fall dance at the Arena and Intramurals provided slight contact. Even SGA meetings were just fleeting encounters. Parking lots, Joe's and the Skull were gathering spots, but usually each went his own way...
Why a flashback?
Better yet, why are we here? We are here because we first stood on the "shoulders" of someone who came before us. We stand on their achievements and contributions. Where we stand today is a tribute to their efforts. In tribute to those on whose "shoulders" we first stood, the 1976 X-Ray is dedicated to our Nation's 200th Anniversary.
IN CONGRESS, JULY 4, 1776.

The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united States of America.

When in the Course of human Events, it becomes necessary for one People to dissolve the political Bands which have connected them with another, and to assume among the Family of Nations, the separate and equal Station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle them, a decent Respect to the Opinions of Mankind requires that they should declare the Causes which impel them to the Separation.

We hold these Truths to be Self-evident, that all Men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness.

That to secure these Rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just Powers from the Consent of the Governed.

When a long Train of Miseries shall haveasmaled the People of this Country, theble to bear, and the natural Rights are so clearly Rendered unenforceable by the previous Acts of Government, a new Effort towards Obedience is nothing butSuicide, and the primary Object of such a Protest is the obversion of the People's Safety.

We, therefore, the Representatives of the United States of America, in General Convention assembled, appealing to the Supreme Judge of the World for the rectitude of our Intentions, do, in the Name, and by Virtue of the Power and Authority that is invested in and by us, publish and declare, That these United States are, and of Right ought to be Free and Independent States, that they are Absolved from all Allegiance to the British Crown, and that all Political connection between them and the State of Great Britain is, and ought to be, totally dissolved, and that it is their Right, and Duty, to form a new Government, and to establish Justice, do Righteousness, Insure the Peaceable and Ordinary Enjoyment of their Liberties, and pursue their own Happiness. And for the support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance on the protection of divine Providence, we mutually recommend to each other our mutual Success.
THE GREAT AWAKENING
1776-1845

The time . . . July 4, 1776.
The place . . . Philadelphia.
The Declaration of Independence has just been signed and a new nation is born. Two hundred years and several hundred miles away is the Medical College of Virginia and 1976. As we look to 1776 to see a new nation come into being, a new college that proves to be the parent institution of MCV is founded in a small rural Southside Virginia village, Hampden-Sydney. Many of the founding fathers of our United States were also founding fathers of Hampden Sydney. This small Presbyterian school grew until 1837 when the trustees voted to create a medical department to be located in Richmond, the capital of Virginia and a growing industrial center of the South. So in November 1838, the Medical Department of Hampden-Sydney College opened its doors in the Union Hotel on the corner of 19th and Main Streets in Richmond. In the following years, the institution grew, and by 1845 a permanent home, the Egyptian Building, was completed. The college was a reality, but its most troubled years lay ahead.
'by the rude bridge that arched the flood,
Their flag to April's breeze unfurled;
Here once the embattled farmers stood,
And fired the shot heard 'round the world.'

Ralph Waldo Emerson
"Concord Hymn"
As the Clouds of War gathered over the nation in the 1840's and 50's and talk of secession, slavery, and states' rights filled the Congress of the United States, the Medical Department of Hampden-Sydney College was waging a rebellion of its own.

With the creation of a new position of physiology and jurisprudence at the Medical Department in 1853 and the appointment by the Hampden-Sydney trustees of a person hostile to the faculty and its wishes, a split took place between the two institutions. In February 1854, the Medical Department of Hampden-Sydney College became the Medical College of Virginia, an Independent institution.

As the nation neared the 1860's, the schism between North and South was accentuated by John Brown's raid on Harper's Ferry in 1859. Numerous southern medical students attending northern universities returned to the South and MCV. By 1860, MCV became a state institution.
In 1861 eleven southern states had seceded, the first shots of the war had been fired at Fort Sumter, and Richmond was the capital of the Confederate States of America. The College found itself playing an important role in educating surgeons for the Confederacy and caring for the wounded and sick personnel. As the number of wounded grew larger and the war drew closer, makeshift hospitals sprang up all over Richmond. Drugs became scarce and expensive. The situation was desperate.

With the fall of Petersburg in April 1865, Richmond was evacuated and sections of the city were burned by fleeing citizens to keep arms and supplies from falling into Union hands. After the surrender at Appomattox, Richmond was occupied by Federal troops, and the job of Reconstruction begun. MCV was saved from financial troubles by the General Assembly in 1866. Enrollment fell in the late 1860's, but by the 1870's the college was ready to begin its "Era of Expansion."
EXPANSION
With the war over, the U.S. began its era of expansion. East met West as railroads linked the Establishment East with the western frontier. Industrialization began to mushroom, "cooperates," "monopolies," and "labor unions" became household words. The U.S. in this time became fascinated with the inventions by Bell, Edison and others. In this atmosphere of growth, the Medical College of Virginia began to expand also.

In 1893, a second medical school opened, the University College of Medicine; 1895 the School of Nursing was added and in 1898 the schools of Dentistry and Pharmacy were founded. The University College of Medicine and the Medical College of Virginia were consolidated in 1913 and the MCV name retained.

As WW I began, MCV once again provided physicians to the armed forces serving throughout the world where men in U.S. uniforms were fighting. When the great influenza outbreak hit the U.S. in 1918, junior and senior medical students helped the State Health Department fill the demand for physicians. Classes were even suspended for some time.

The Depression hit MCV hard but out of those dismal times came a face-lift that MCV is still undergoing today.
The Changing Face of MCV
1935-1976

As World War II neared, the physical face of MCV began to change. By 1941 the A. D. Williams Memorial Clinic and the 18 story main MCV Hospital were completed. With WWII, MCV once again provided the armed forces with surgeons, nurses, physicians and all other forms of health care. The 1950’s brought an expanded building program with the Wood Memorial Building for Dentistry and the E. G. Williams Hospital being built.

The 1960’s and the space age projected MCV into a national role as a leading Medical Center. MCV led the way in organ transplant, cancer research and heart transplant successes. It now boasts the largest medical education building in the Southeast, Sanger Hall.

Merger was the name of the game in 1968 as the General Assembly of Virginia combined Richmond Professional Institute with MCV and brought Virginia Commonwealth University into being. As a major urban university, doors have opened wide to provide the best educational opportunities for people of all races and nationalities.

Amidst a world of changing values and ideas, history gives way to the reality of the present as we stand face to face with 1976.
From the Randolph-Macon Annex to the basement of Tompkins-McCaw, specialists in health care are soaking up instruction. Specialties deserve unique consideration and that is what they have here. Each school has its own section in the pages that follow, and each student has his own achievement. They speak for themselves.
Miss Anne Dinius - Director, Dental Hygiene
Hygienists Brighten Smiles
Diane Bowen  
Catherine Cone  
Teresa Gehrig  
Diann Gordon  

Nancy Hash  
Christy Hendrix  
Sandra Hill  
Susan E. Jones  

Susan M. Jones  
Patricia McClung  
Kathleen Morris  
Jane Overbey  

Brenda Reese  
Julie Taylor  
Sarah Warren  
Karen Zechini  

(dental hygiene 21)
Juniors Sponsor Bake Sale
Students Learn To Lead Health Care Team

Dr. Lawrence Prybil - Chairman, Hospital and Health Administration

Dr. Herman Mullins - Asst. Chrm. HHA
HEE AHN
BRUCE ARMSTRONG
JOHN BERRY

JAMES DOVER
DAVID DUNHAM
RUSSELL HARBAUGH

WAYNE KURTZ
ARTHUR LAYNE
PAUL NUSBAUM

DENNIS PHILLIPS
Hospital Residencies Keep Senior HHA Students On The Move

ROBERT POLAHAR
DONALD SAILER

WILLIS SANDERS
BRENDA WILLIAMS
Who Says This Isn’t A Business?

Richard Bracken
Gloria Cameron
Roger Cooper
Raymond Curtis
Leonard Daugherty
Christopher Durrer

Robert Evans
Cynthia Forry
Sheldon Freilich
George Greenlee
Michael Gump
Jeffrey Harrison

Steven Hoelscher
Jeffrey Judd
Jess Judy
Mark Laskin
Russell Long, Jr.
Mark Montgomery

Gary Naylor
Andrea Newsome
Henry Nicholson, Jr.
Mark Parrington
Carl Rosen
Jack Shapiro

John Smalley
Robert Stack
William Taylor, Jr.
Wirt Thompson, III
James Watters
Denise Williams

James Zoller

M.C.V. North Hospital
M.C.V. South Hospital
M.C.V. East Hospital
M.C.V. West Hospital
Med Techs: Tight Knit Group

Miss Jessie Vee Izard, Department Chairman
Seniors Prepare to Leave While

JANIE FULLER
JANE GILMAN
TERI MORROW

PAT O'BRIEN
DENISE SINGLETON
REBECCA SMITH
Juniors Learn Skilled Procedures

Syneese Abernathy
Elizabeth Buckley
Donna Cauthen
Mary Craft
Donna Flanagan

Pamela French
Janice Harrison
Lorre Hyatt
Linda Lovers
Sally Malachuk

Jane McCroy
Sharon Nance
Deborah Page
Rhonda Reekes
Jill Stallings

Susan Stevens
Cecile Williams
On the First Day of Med Tech
My Patient Gave to Me . . .
Mr. Bernard A. Kuzava - Chairman, School of Nurse Anesthesia
Seniors Stay Busy in O.R.

SHEILA BOWLING
LINDA GREENE
N.A. Are Those Who Pass Out Gas

William Biannett
Donna Carpenter
Karen Cunningham
Kyle Hamlin
Nancy Layne

Mary McEachern
Sally Pineault
Sue Rice
Carl Wimmer
If it’s Physical, it’s Therapy

KAREN ASHLEY
DEMETRA BAKAS
FRANKIE COPENHAVER

KAREN DODSON
JOYCE FELDMAN
JOHN FOSTER

LYNN FREEMAN
WAYNE GRAY
VANESSA HALL

RICHARD HEROD
PAM HOLUP
FRANKLIN B. ISOM

GAYLE JONES
SUSAN LALONDE
MARYL LEMMON

physical therapy
Patrice On Physical Therapy

Among the skeletons, bone boxes, electric stim machines, aching bodies and overloaded brains are memories and friends that made these two years very bearable and memorable.

Kee’s negative heels, Tita’s uneven gluteals, Frankie’s giggles, Karen’s toe-filled socks, Joyce’s smile, Jack’s finger plucking music, Wayne’s intellectual inquiries, Lynn’s “Tennis Anyone?”, Vanessa’s butterflies, Rick and the T-shirts, Pam’s nose in the needlework, Frank’s sexy legs, Gayle - small but mighty, Sue - the mad camera lady, Meryl - our class psychologist, Kathy’s bagged lunches with Bill, Brenda - our class coach, Mary Beth’s purple passion, Dave the 10-speed terror, Judy’s talking hands, Buffi - the shuttle bus coordinator, Kay’s dreams of P. T. by air, Sue’s patchwork pain, Janice’s overalls, Pam Park’s love of the mountains, Pam Pfarr’s green garb, Mary Kay’s “Rumpunzel’s hair”, Annette - the whisper amid the din, Sue Reither - Atlantic City’s A #1 waitress, Annie’s Trendelenberg, Denny - Cabaret, Cadaver and questions, Ellen a genius with a skein of yarn, Mary - coordinator and co-owner of the cafeteria, Markie our basketball player with the D-width shoes.

Thanks

BRENDA LIPSCOMB
MARYBETH MANDICH
DAVID MARION

JUDY MAUCK
BUFFI McKAY
KATHRYN MILLER

SUE MILLS
JANICE PALMER
PAM PARK
Jim Allie
Anne Baird
Elizabeth Bell
Helen Black
Ellen Christian
Carol Cook

Eva Coon
Janet Coupe
Benita Dixon
Doris Dixon
Sheila Dixon
Camille Frazier

Janie Gold
Karen Gurney
John Hostetler
Steve Judd
Shea Lowe
Marianne Mars

Deborah McDonald
Bill Mercer
Deborah Myers
Robin Newkirk
Paula Newton
Roger Nicholls

Judith Radies
Ann Raullis
Roger Robertson
Mary Sayre
Patricia Siouche
Jackie Stevens

Regina Tambellini
Cindy White
Lynn Wilkins
Charles Wilson
Miss Suzanne Hirt, Chairman, Physical Therapy
Gerhold in Charge of Films

Mr. Carl Gerhold, Director, Radiologic Technology
Christmas party beats taking x-rays

Amy Alden
Esther Barth
Sharon Brown
Michael Caisse
Rita Clemons
Richard Fowlkes

Janice Gardner
Larry Gerald
Charles Hertsch
Debra Jordan
Dorothy Lagos
Richard Lloyd

Kakie Lyle
Morris Mahoney
Mary Pitts
Marianne Roderick
Kathleen Smith
Michael Taylor

Susan Yates
Emphasis on the prevention of dental disease is in the foreground of the School of Dentistry. Its origins go back to 1898 as the University College of Medicine opened with a dental department. It was not until 1913 that the MCV School of Dentistry was on its own. Programs are now offered for dental students, grad students, and auxiliary personnel, as well as the degree of doctor of dental surgery.

Students come from varied backgrounds, but quickly find themselves reduced to the common denominator, the social security number on the computer print out. After the humbling first year, students see the opportunities and foresight in their curriculum which far overrides any didactic pettiness. There is a deemphasis on traditional lectures, with concurrent emphasis on reading, seminars, and self study aids.

Diagnostic skills, periodontal medicine, and maxillo-facial prosthesis construction are becoming increasingly critical. Consequently the philosophy as well as information offered to dental students is keeping pace with the changing world.
Many of the perceptions concerning dentistry with which I started dental school have had to be modified through the past four years. This has come about in part by the constantly changing role that the dentist plays as a MEMBER of the health team. The graduate dentist of today has been trained to be more of a physician of the oral cavity, and thus is more aware of the need for comprehensive care of the patient's ills (both physical and mental) rather than "zooming in" on the teeth and ignoring the patient attached to them. Therefore, a dentist is no longer just a molar mechanic but a diagnostician of the oral cavity.

Another reason for having to modify my perception of dentistry is found in the educational process that we go through. Despite the beliefs of many of the older dentists, I believe the pressure and tension encountered in dental school is as great, if not greater than ever before. The highly competitive nature of today's dental student combined with the ever changing minimum expectations, deadlines, and high standards imposed on the student by the school for graduation causes a high level of anxiety which I believe is usually handled very well.

The transition from college student to dentist has not only been an educational experience but has also involved an emotional and psychological growth. The ability to handle the aforementioned pressure and tension is an example. Another situation requiring considerable emotional growth is one imposed on the dental student by some of the professors who feel that it is necessary to treat a twenty-five year old adult like a small child and to obey his every command without question or explanation. This is a difficult position to be in at best. Probably the greatest change that is experienced by the dental student is that of learning to truly care about the well-being of his or her patients.

In spite of the trials and tribulations experienced during the past four years, or perhaps because of them, I am looking forward with great anticipation to my future career in dentistry. It is a good profession and one that can offer a constant challenge if only a person will accept it. One word of warning to my fellow graduates: Do not become so dogmatic to your own way of doing things that you cannot accept new and better ways. Do not lose sight of what you thought of those few professors who would not let you try something new because it was not the established way. Regardless of the acceptability or effectiveness of the procedure in question, always keep an open mind to the future and progress.

BOB BANES LOOKS BACK, LOOKS FORWARD
TOP LEFT: Dr. John A. DiBiaggio - Dean, School of Dentistry.
BOTTOM LEFT: Dr. James H. Revere, Jr. - Assistant Dean.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Dr. James E. Kennedy, Associate Dean.
Dentists Concentrate On Oral Cavity

JERRY ADDINGTON
ROBERT ANDERSON
DOUGLAS ARENDT

MITCHELL AVEN
ROBERT BANES
JOHN BARKER

BOB BARNETT
EDDIE BOGGS
DWIGHT BRADSHAW
Seniors Anticipate Big Bills

DOUG BRAMWELL
ALVIN BREEDEN
JOHN BROWN

LEO BUCHANAN
WILLIAM GALLERY
DAVID CAMPBELL

KYLE COBLE
CHARLES COUNTS
STUART COX

ALBERT CREAL
HARRY CRUSE
JOSEPH DAMIANO

G. WAYNE DAVIS
JAMES DAVIS
MICHAEL DAVIS
Time to Drill
Fill and Bill

WAYNE DELUCIA
JAMES DOLLAR

JERRY DURKOWSKI
STEPHEN EARLE
CHIP EDWARDS

DAVID ELLIS
GREG FELTHOUSEN
MIKE FRYE

TERRY GIESLER
RANDY GITTRESS
ROY GREENBERG

CHRIS HAAS
JIMMY HARLAND
CONRAD HELSLEY
ARThUR HEnDRICKS
JOHN HUNTER
TOMMY IShOM

CHarLES JOHNSON
ROBERT JOHNSON
WOODY JOHNSON

DAVID JONES
MIChAEL JONES
THOMAS JONES
Crash takes a break

ROBERT KAMINSKI
E. DAVEY KING
THOMAS KING

ROBERT LANKFORD
BRUCE LEARY
JOHN LEECH

RANDY LOGUE
DAVID LUTINSKI
RICHARD LYNCH
'OPEN WIDER, PLEASE'

HERBERT MANRY
DOUGLAS MARTIN
MICHAEL MCDouGLE

ROBERT MOUNT
ROGER PALMER
ALBERT PAYNE

MARVIN PERDUE
DAVID PINCUS
ROBERT POWELL

CAROLE PRATT
MARK REINHARDT

RICHARD SAPPERSTEIN
DICK SCHAMBACH
Seniors See More Patients

PATRICK SPRAGUE
IRA SPRITZER
TONY STRECTESKY

DAVID TOWENSEND
THOMAS TROW
STEPHEN TUTTLE

SCOTT WEAVER
GARY WEINSTEIN
CHARLES WESLEY

PAUL WHEELER
CARSON WIEDEMAN
PAUL WILEY

JERRY WISEMAN
STUART WOLFF
FRED WOODLIEF
EXPOSURES
Juniors Gain Experience

John Abel
Gary Avakian
Robert Ball
Ann Banes

William Barnard
Bryan Beebe
Jack Behn
Bruce Benedictson

Jim Bowen
Steven Brody
Ronald Buchanan
Kenny Byrne

Clarence Campbell
Dana Chamberlain
Doug Chambers
Juniors Survive City Congestion

Dean McGraw
Gene Mears
Martin Menges
James Midkiff
Demetrio Milonas
Mark Neale

Jim Nelson
Bob Northern
Bob Owen
William Parker
Paul Patterson
Linda Ray

Richard Roadcap
Layman Salyer
Abraham Shalt
Charles Smith
John C. Smith
Kenneth Smith

Teddy Spence
Terry Spence
Richard Spurgas
William Stiebel
Kenneth Stoner
Corby Talton

Elizabeth Taylor
James Thompson
Kenneth Thompson
Thomas Tomlo
Harry Vranian
Larry Warren

dentistry '77
MORE EXPOSURES
Michael Abbott
Marsha Adler
Hugh Alcock
Edward Arndt
Alden Anderson
Lewis Armstrong

Roger Bays
Thomas Bays
Robert Bielawski
Bobbi Birchell
Thomas Blackburn
Edsel Blair

James Blanchard
Stephen Brown
Paul Buonviri
David Chapman
Stephen Clark
Howard Cone

David Dattilo
Loyd Davis
John Dean
Ann Drum
Steven Evens
Carolyn Flanary

Carroll Gallagher
Am Gatrell
Walter Gibbons
Kenneth Giberson
Raymond Green
Frank Grogan

Mark Golub
Betsy Hagan
Paul Hanzel
Russell Harden
Bruce Harsha
Harry Heard
Take Offs
Entertain Sophomores

David Hirschler
Brian Hoard
Richard Hoffman

Charles Horan
Daniel Ingram
Chuck Janus

Mae Jesneck
Morris Jordan
George Kadzis

John King
Fred Knaysi
Ernest Knight
Mildred Kolb
Barry Kurzer
Thomas Latouche

Mark Levenson
Gary Lewis
Brockton Livick
Neil Lutins
Douglas Malone
F. E. Martin
Rodney Mayberry
Mac McCorkie
Mike McGowan
Don McLean
Gordon Minicler
Lloyd Moss

Patricia Moss
John Neumann
C. F. Niebergall
Martin Oakes
Benegal Paige
J. E. Patterson

Steve Paulette
Douglas Pinnell
James Pope
Wilfred Ramalho
John Reeves
George Reichgott

Mark Reitz
James Rhodes
Michael Rowland
Steven Saunders
Allen Shultz
MCV Beer Blast Gives Sophs Study Break

Robert Simmons
Terry Slaughter
Robert Smith
Sarah Smolka

George Solier
Edward Spector
Charles Sprouse
Nathan Stephens

Roger Troyer
Steve Tupman
Gary Vaughan
George Weeks

Kyle Wheeler
Steven Wheeler
Franklin Wheelock
Joseph Whitt
Karen White

Ramsey White
Robert White
Matt Williamson
Gordon Witcher
Reginald Young
MORE EXPOSURES
Talented profs transfer info — D-1's Soak It up

Anthony Bailey
Ray Ball
Deidra Barnes
Bruce Barr
William Belt
Robert Bischoff

David Blanton
Frank Bolton
William Botts
Jeffrey Calamos
Stephen Campbell
Carl Cash

Marjorie Chema
Stephen Cicinato
Debra Claycomb
John Cofer
William Cornette
William Cregar

John Crisp
Stanley Dameron
Randall Doe
Richard Donzell
John Doswell
Robert Dreelin

Donald Driscoll
Cheri Duvall
George Duncan
Gisela Fashing
Lynn Ferguson
Fletcher Fosque
D-1's relax with parties, intramurals

Barney Selph
Alan Siegel
Richard Slanikiewicz
Elaine Sours
John Speegle
Arden Sterling

Jeffrey Taylor
David Templeton
Chi Tran
Anthony Varboncoeur
Dennis Vaughan
James Waring

Lesley West
Lionel West
Steve Wheeler
Donald Taylor
Jonathan Wong
Patrick Wyatt
City Watches

VCU Whip D-77's
"I'm surprised they didn't rent the Goodyear Blimp..."
Delta Sigma Delta


Psi Omega


Alpha Omega

MEMBERS: Robert Powell, Joel Berget, Lanny Levenson, Randy Gittess, Roy Greenberg, Gary Weinstein, Richard Sapperstein, David Pincus, Gary Avakian, Marsha Adler, Steve Brody, Abe Shait, Millie Kolb, Randall Furman, David Konikoff.
Frat: Social Alternatives
eye and hand coordination
Graduate programs exist in Schools of Nursing, Pharmacy, X Allied Health Programs, and in the Department of Pathology. Basic medical sciences include anatomy, biochemistry, biometry, biophysics, microbiology, pharmacology, physiology, and human genetics. We represent over graduate students, with over 120 in the eight basic sciences departments. Therefore, graduate studies encompass a wide range of research interests and a variety of course work. The program of research is planned jointly by the student and his advisory committee, and may be highly individualized according to the needs and goals of the student.

Although we represent diverse interests we all place a major emphasis on research. Excellence in graduate student research is promoted each Spring by an annual Honor's Day, which recognizes students with significant research in the categories of proposed research, Ph.D. thesis, or M.S. thesis.

Graduate studies are meshed into all aspects of Health professions at MCV. All departments in the school of Basic Sciences provide instruction in their disciplines for students in other schools on the MCV campus. Our basic science department, with a good balance of faculty, postdoctoral, and graduate students, make it possible to provide quality instruction for health professional schools and maintain strong research M.S. and Ph.D. programs; including combined M.S., Ph.D., M.D., or D.D.S. programs.
Laminar Flow Hood Adventures
Richard Talks, Turkey

Continuing the X-RAY policy of interviewing new and not so new students, this visit is with Richard Fowler, a first year graduate student. Mr. Fowler obtained his B.S. degree from Roanoke College where he majored in chemistry and biology.

X-Ray: Mr. Fowler, may I call you Richard?
R.F.: Yes.

X-Ray: Why did you decide to go to graduate school at MCV?
R.F.: It was a hot summer night last year while I was sitting under my Bow tree* drinking a six-pack of beer. The more beer I drank, the more enlightened I became. It was at this moment that my role in the greater scheme of things was laid before me. That’s why I’m at MCV today.
X-Ray: That’s very interesting. What brand of beer were you drinking?
R.F.: I forget.

X-Ray: What do you think of MCV now?
R.F.: Since my brief exposure to the training of personnel in the health sciences, it seems a miracle that people are alive today. If you want to stay healthy, stay away from hospitals. If you get sick, stay at home.

X-Ray: Thanks, I’ll try to remember that, however, perhaps you can tell me more about your research.
R.F.: Using methods little more sophisticated than Pasteur, I will solve the mysteries of life.

X-Ray: Don’t you feel that’s a rather ambitious goal?
R.F.: Yes, but I’m a hard worker.

X-Ray: Could you elaborate?
R.F.: Well, the day I was born, I thought I would just lay around the house and maybe watch a little TV. About that time, my mother came in and put me to work. I’ve been a diligent worker ever since.

X-Ray: Can you comment on your progress to date?
R.F.: Aside from rolling back the frontiers of science, it’s off like a herd of turtles.

X-Ray: You sound a bit discouraged. Am I misinterpreting you?
R.F.: Oh, no. I am discouraged.

X-Ray: Well, have you found the available social life compensatory?
R.F.: Huh?

X-Ray: Well. Thank you Richard, and best wishes in your research.
R.F.: You’re welcome.

Graduate Student Council Utilizes Lunch Breaks, Too
Yearbook Portraits:
Rare For Grad Students

THOMAS BARNES
JIM CASTNER
BRENDA HOVE
JOANN MEYERS

BARABARA BORDEAUX
TERESA GRAHAM
DALE JONES
THERESA MULLIN

ELIZABETH BRADSHAW
RICHARD GROOVES
SUZANE LAYCHOCK
LADD SMITH

GINGER BRANSCOMB
JENNIFER HOPKINS
WALTER MEINZER
LINDA SNIEZIC

100 graduate students
Although the Medical College of Virginia has been part of Virginia Commonwealth University for almost eight years, it amazes me that there are still those who question MCV's identity. At the time of the merger MCV had been established for 130 years and within the VCU structure, MCV had been designated as one of the two separate divisions that made up the university. Our university president at that time felt we should forget this background overnight. His insistence upon this point left him with many influential enemies until he obtained "asylum in Illinois".

Other universities seem to have little or no problem with identity. The University of Richmond is a good example. If a student says that he or she goes to Westhampton or to T.C. Williams Law School, no one is upset that they did not mention that their college is part of the University of Richmond. This is understood.

On the other hand if a student from this campus says that he or she goes to MCV, the student is branded as a separatist. Why isn't it logical to assume that an MCV student is also a VCU student? Hopefully the new university understands this, and does not feel threatened by those who associate themselves with the three initials - MCV. This is done for clarity and simplicity if for no other reason. It is not difficult to grow tired of telling people you are a graduate student in the Department of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutics at the Medical College of Virginia, Health Science Division of Virginia Commonwealth University.
"Seven Days a Week"

Ann Kelly
Carl Kululka
Scott Loveless
Nancy Manson
Elizabeth McCord
Margaret McGeorge

Anne McGivney
Milton McPherson
Alan Meyer
Michael Mosteller
Linda Mutter
Ben Nelson

Wendy Olson
Ginger Parker
Kathleen Ponce
John Reidy
Ronald Salisbury
Richard Saul

Anthony Segreti
Glenn Simon
Judith Spross
Clark Stevens
Jo Anne Stevenson
Estelle Trusdell

Sriram Vemuri
Elise White
Lynwood Williams
James Wilson
Chemical Accomplices
"You don't have to go to the Superbowl, to get drunk . . ."
ANIMAL ACCOMPLICES

graduate students
Mechanical Accomplices
graduate students
Grad Students Spend Long Days In Labs
An impetus of the medical school today is to become as clinically well trained as possible, and yet not compromise the warmth of personal care. A barrage of classes in the first two years phases quickly into nearly total patient and hospital contact by graduation.

Sanity seems to be ephemeral at times, but all survive. Diet is forgone with a hot dog on the corner. Dates seem to be a long ago memory and families play second fiddle to MCV, but somehow med students manage. It’s all part of the preparation of constantly being on the move, and being responsible for others. They know it won’t end after these four years.
Med School Includes Lonely Library Life
New dean distinguishes faculty

TOP LEFT: Dr. William Van Pelt - Dean, School of Medicine, TOP RIGHT: Dr. Hunter H. McGuire, Jr. - Asst. Dean of Student Affairs, BOTTOM RIGHT: Dr. John R. Jones - Executive Associate Dean.
Paper Work Consumes Final Year

SEYMORE ABRONS

WILLIAM ARMSTRONG
RICK BENDALL
BRUCE BERGER

JEFFREY BLINDER
PHILIP BORGES
JAMES BOWLES

JOSEPH BOYKIN, II
DON BRADLEY
MARTHA BRADLEY
ROBERT FOSTER
SCOTT FOX
CLOYD GATURELL

SIDNEY GILBERT
SALLY GLICKMAN
Skull and Bones — Prophetic

KATHRYN GRANT
EDWARD JESNECK
EILEEN LUBIN
KEITH OLDHAM

DAVID GREENBAUM
MALCOLM KOLDIN
JAMES McDaniel
BARRY PARSLEY

JOHN HARLER
HARVEY LANKFORD
GARY MILLER
ROBERT PHILIPS

KAREN HERMANSEN
WILLIAM LONG
JAMES OAKLAND
PHILIP RASULO
DONALD RICHARDSON
ANDREW ROBBINS
WALTER ROBISON

ROBERT SAUL
RICHARD SCHLESSEL
MEGAN SHIELDS

RONALD SINICROPE
CAROLYN SMITH
S. STONE
BoykinGoverns,Reflects

DAVID TABOR
CURTIS THORPE
WILLIAM TOFFLER

ELLEN TUCK
PAUL TURNER
NAHUM VISHNIAVSKY

STEVEN VON ELTEN
CHRIS WEBB
JAMES WILSON

JOHN WINE
BO HAI WOO
MARK WORKMAN
Med School Encourages Diversity
3rd year plunges deeply into hospital scene
Every day is a long day
Commuters bear brunt of it
Eugene Pope
William Prince
Gaylord Ray
Mitchell Reese
Diane Sansonetti
Kathy Shaughnessy

Christopher Shaw
James Smith
Joseph Smith
Michael Smith
Thomas Sobieski
Stuart Solan

Dennis Sprague
Jeff Stanley
Larry Stephenson
William Thorneloe
Hoa Tran
Lee Trent

Alton Tucker
Robert Vandenberg
Neshan Vranian
Philip Weiss
Stephen Wiggins

BEGINNINGS
Styrofoamed Coffee, Long Hours Punish M-77's
Frank??? Sets Trend for M-2's
But Was it “Encephalopathy?”

Neil Rosenberg
Thomas Rosenberg
Bob Ruxer
Tom Salyer
Hank Saunders

Tom Scales
Michael Schwartzman
Allen Semones
Frank Seney
Fred Siegel

Stephen Siegel
Christopher Slater
Lynn Smith
Tim Spencer
John Sperry

Peter Stanley
Harvey St. Clair
Charles Taylor
John Taylor
Mike Taylor

David Thickman
Geoffrey Thomas
Johnie Tillman
Bill Van Dyke
Larry Walker

Paul Waymack
Beverly Wheeler
Alison Wichman
James Wilberger
Andy Williams

Kathleen Williams
Charles Wilson
James Winegar
George Wong
Robert Woodson
UNIQUE!
New Med Faces Brighten Sanger

Thomas Ahn
Stephen Aleshire

Marilyn Alley
Charles Ashby

Bryan Barnett
Leon Beeler

James Berny
Michael Berry

Rebecca Bigoney
William Black
Mark Bladegroen
Carlos Blahner
James Bowman
Franklin Boyce

David Branch
Barbara Branyon
Garland Brooks
Samuel Brown
Thomas Brown
J. F. Butterworth

Jean Calhoun
Karen Campbell
Susan Casabona
Daniel Chilton
David Church
Diane Crane

Steven Cross
Edward Daniel
Pamela Davis
Regina Davis
Edward Defreitas
Dale Dreiling
1st Year — Personal Energy Crisis

James Hamilton
Thomas Hanna
D. T. Harryman
Timothy Hart
Clifton Hawkes
Katherine Hawkins

David Hedges
Claude Hinson
Robert Hunter
Susan Irby
John Jaccard
Glenn Jefferson

John Jennette
Douglas Johnson
Marlise Johnson
Thomas Johnson
Samuel Jones
Stanley Kahan

Fred Kahn
Erika Kancler
Mariam Keller
Ira Kenpp
Randolph Lanford
Deborah Leavens

Robert Leese
John Letcher
Stephen Levin
Donald Lewis
Gary Lichtenstein
Cynthia Lipsitz
Douglas Ludeman
Thomas Lyon
Robert MacLachlan
Thomas Martinelli
Richard Mathe
Gordon McClenny

Ronald McCord
Regina Milteer
Carolyn Moore
Frederic Moore
John Moss
R. B. Mountcastle

Susan Mumper
John Murnane
Dennis Murphey
William Obranynt
Lawrence Oliver
Joseph Paquette

Phyllis Parrent
James Peace
Charles Penick
John Pinkston
C. W. Pinnell
James Poliquin

James Ponder
Randolph Powers
Richard Price
Alice Pyles
Doris Ragsdale
Carol Reynolds

Kathryn Reynolds
Kary Reynolds
Margaret Ripley
Robert Ripley
William Ritchie
Peyton Roberts

William Robins
Ronald Robinson
Michael Rorrer
Leslie Rose
Meredith Rose
Karen Rudolph

George Sara
Jeffrey Sargent
Timothy Schacherer
Ted Schaffer
Rudolph Schmidt
Thomas Scott
So You Want To Be Doctors?

William Shafer
Richard Shepherd
Robert Silverman
R. J. Sinnenberg
Phyllis Strotta
Jean Smith

Robert Smith
John Snyder
Elizabeth Spencer
John Spiegel
Kenneth Steingold
J. M. Stoneburner

Sharon Sutherland
Charles Teaters
Dennis Thomas
Joan Tupper
Dennis Tweedy
Charles Wagner

Jeffrey Watkins
Todd Weisman
Michelle Whitehurst
Herbert Whitley
Gary Williams
Richard Williams

Kenneth Wollesen
Joan Wurmbrand
Jay Youngerman
Stephen Zimberg
Michele Ziskind
David Zolet

Aiden Zwerling
I-Lot,
40 Acres
And a Mule
The original reasons supporting the decisions each nursing student made upon entering MCV seem to become submerged in the subsequent work load and inevitably forgotten as a diligent young student becomes involved in patient care; incorporating the dynamics of the situation from a holistic viewpoint, including nursing implications, with well documented rationale for actions, and assessing needs in order of priorities. These, then become embodied in the formation of a universal care plan:

1) allow patient to verbalize his feelings.  
2) listen to patient and reflect his feelings back to him.  
3) help patient through problem solving process.  
4) include the family.  
5) be aware of nurses feelings  
6) turn, cough, and deep breath  

"At this point in time" one feels totally inadequate in his/her abilities to utilize these vast quantities of knowledge thrust before us, although the possibility of reflecting may prove valuable in future situations. Terminating with MCV will produce far less separation anxiety than is commonly seen in these cases. But really . . . the apprehension of leaving MCV and starting as a real nurse will become the proving ground for how much we really did learn and how much of nursing and MCV really did become a part of us over the past two years. The value of our experience, here, will probably exhibit itself throughout our careers and life as invaluable.

Liske Craig
Dean Coordinates Curriculum

Dr. Doris B. Yingling, Dean, School of Nursing

nursing
Blue Uniforms Discarded In June

DANA ASHBURN
BERTHA BARTH
YVONNE BASS

KARLA BATTEN
JEWEL BISHOP
KATHY BISHIP

MARY BOYLE
DAWN BREAKIRON
HOLLY BRENOLD

DAPHNE BROWN
SARAH BURKHOLDER
MARILYN BUSH

RUTH CALDWELL
BETH CHENEY
PHYLLIS CHIN
Seniors Enjoy 76-Day Party

BARBARA FIVES
PAM FORDHAM
HELEN FURSE

MARY GALLAGHER
KAREN GIBSON
CONNIE GILMAN

LYNN GILMAN
EILEEN GIRLING
GAIL GRETTUM

MARTHA GURKIN
MARY GUSICH
ROBERTA HABENICHT

JENNY HAMM
JACQUELIN HARLFINGER
BRENDA JONES
JERRI JORDAN
VICKI KAPLAN
PATRICIA KILEY

CHRISTINE KILGORE
SUZANNE LEE
MARTHA LIPPS

BETTY LEWIS
MARGARET LYBRAND
DEBBIE MARSHALL

SHARON McFARLAND
ANN McKENNA
PAULINE M. McCHELCK

RENNIE MITCHELL
DORIS MUNFORD
MARILEE MURANO
Nurses Limbo With Chubby

DONNA SCHUSTER
BARBARA SCOTT
JACKIE SHELTON

JANE SPRINGFIELD
LANE STAINBACK
BECKY STOUDT

LISA SYROP
CAROL THORTON
JEANNE TIERNEY

DEBORAH TOTH
MARY TROXELL
KARLA VANAUKEN

BEVERLY WILLIAMS
DARLENE WILLIAMS
MARY WINTER
NURSING MEANS:

STUDY

WORK
Nursing '77 — Will NEB

Carol Abbott
Janice Acuff
Nancy Adams
Rose Alexander
Anna Anderson
Maria Anderson

Mablene Avery
Nancy Barksdale
Jacquelyne Bolander
Carrol Bradford
Norma Branch
Frances Bryant

Pamela Butler
Sandra Carlson
Sherri Chapman
Rebecca Chappell
Phyllis Chin
Penelope Clark

Janet Clark
Jane Cole
Cary Collins
Debra Cooke
LuAnne Cottle
Nancy Cowardin

Nancy Currie
Andrea Delgado
Anne Demmon
Nancy Dietzold
Janet Ditto
Sallie Doyle
Ever Be The Same? Will We?

Barbara Elam
Vicky Emmett
Barbara Engleman
Jane Eskey
Linda Fairbairn

Shelley Flippen
Charlene Garner
Ellen Gartrell
Christine Gatzek
Jane Goodman

Jane Gouldin
May Grant
Esther Gray
Peggi Guenter
Sandra Gwaltney

Jill Harper
Judy Harper
Marjorie Horsher
Hilda Heida
Deborah Hockman

Patricia Holloway
Patricia Hotz
Stephanie Houpl
Rebecca Hudson
Anne Jack

Beverly Jobin
Marty Keck
Juniors Experience
Stress Adaptation

Virginia Pharr
Anne Rapson
Tim Rehm
Janey Rogers
Karen Schlag

Laverne Seay
Dorothy Sebena
Elizabeth Sedlor
Debra Shelton
Elizabeth Shelton
Christy Siebels

Mary Slater
Deborah Smith
Mary Smith
Deborah Stables
Lucinda Stephens
Cathy Stith

Donella Stokley
Marla Sutton
Dana Sweet

Mozelle Taylor
Carol Thomas
Evelyn Tiller

Susan Tilley
Gayle Twine
Andrew Wade

Jane Wasilewski
Sherry Weed
Susan White
Expressions of Nursing '77
Nurses Provide
Full Term Care
The Council of Students proved to be one of the most remarkable changes in the School of Pharmacy in ’76. Headed by Ron Ahernasty and Syndie Robertson, pharmacy students made significant progress toward major updates in the curriculum. For one of the first times in several years, students saw proof that they indeed had the power to promote change.

Mysterious “free spirits” had the faculty guessing, as they deposited poetic offerings throughout McGuire. Seniors encountered new territory during clerkships as they scattered throughout Virginia. Dr. Luann Dodini, clerkship coordinator, gathered the flock periodically to receive reports and remind the medevos. May provided a culmination to the three years of instruction with graduation, but graduation hysteria was muted by the call of the books. State Board Examinations still lay ahead.
Spring Clerkships Mean Travel

JANE ABEL
RONALD ABERNATHY
WALDEN ABERNATHY

DAVID ATKINS
RENNIE ATKINS
JUDY BARFIELD

CURTIS BARNES
SUE BASS
DUANE BEST

TIMOTHY BISHOP
CARTER CLOSE
NANCY BRAY

KATHIE BROWNING
RODNEY BURTON
JEREAN CASEY
PATSY CHANCE
BECKY CHARLES
MATILDA CLARK

ROBERT COLE
JOANN CONER
RON CRYMES

WILLIAM CYPHERS
SUE DAVIS
ANDREW DOHERTY
Steve On Pharmacy

Seems like yesterday we sat in a hot and sticky L-4 listening to Weaver, Lowenthal, and Co. blow gas. Wow, we've come a long way from the class that couldn't chew gum and triturate at the same time. For three years they told us how pharmacists think and act. Now the umbilicus is cut: yesterday is gone; and we're on our own. P-76! In time we'll run with the best of them.
IUD's Knock Seniors for a Loop

ALAN GARNER
JOHN GARRETT
DANIEL GRANT

GLORIA GREEN
RICHARD HALL
LINDA HARMON

SUSAN HART
RONNIE HARVEY
GLYNN HELBERT

PATRICIA HUDSON
JAMES E. HUGHES
SARAH HUNTER

PATRICIA LANE
DENNIS LEE
DAVID LI
Men Win IM Football Title

JOHN LOVE
NADINE MOWERY
MICHAEL OWENS
KATHERINE ROSE

MARCIA MAHLER
MARSHA MURPHEY
CATHERINE PIPES
JOHN ROTZ

SUSAN MASON
RONALD NESTER
JAMES PITTS
SUSAN SARVER

STEPHEN MAY
SANDRA NORRIS
NAN ROBINSON
WILLIAM SAVAGE
Apartments Replace Dorms

DALE WATERS
HAROLD WILLIS
DANIEL WOO

CLIFTON WOOD
KARYN WORRELL
JOHN FAGG
Juniors and PMP's Clash

Chris Agar
Bill Anderson
Myra Arrington
Jan Arthur
Beverly Barkley
David Barnhart

Steve Barrett
Christy Bing
Jim Blankenship
Tom Buckle
Donna Bull
Bob Burrell

Carol Byrne
Ellen Byrne
Ramey Campbell
Earl Cash
Sam Clay
Sterling Cofer

Kristin Cole
Linda Cosby
David Creecy
Doug Crowe
Bill Daniel
Wayne Dawson
Syndie Robertson
Sandra Robertson
Becky Rosier
Elaine Russell
Rae Sawyers

Curt Scott
Irene Seid
Don Skibinski
Martha Steeves
Reggie Stennett

Kathy Taylor
Jesse Temple
Eugene Triplett
Stewart Tyree
Vickie Utz

Scotty Watkins
Sandy Watkins
Ted Weyandt
Frankie Williams
Beverly Zweig
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Phil Agee
Linda Aker
Reid Barr
Rickie Baxter
John Beckner

Marsha Bell
Connie Berry
Karen Sue Bliss
Linda Bradish
David Brady

Lamarr Breckenridge
Sarah Britts
John Brown
Patricia Buchanan
Robert Carson

Garland Carter
Mary Chin
Sam Cox
Herbert Craft
Anne Daniel
Pharmacy school is everything I thought it would be - a pill that is hard to swallow. No, not really. The transition to a professional school has not been too difficult. In fact I'm feeling at home now. There is plenty of work to do, but also plenty of entertainment. It's difficult to choose between them. Studying is important, but the classmates are my associates for life and exclusive, continual studying leaves little time to develop them. In time, I'm sure to find the right balance.
Raft Race
Was a Tow Job
MEMBERS

FACULTY: Dr. M. Adams, Dr. J. Andrako, Dr. W. Banks, Dr. W. Barr, Dr. M. Boots, Dr. J. Borzelleca, Dr. W. Dewey, Mr. R. Fiske, Dr. L. Harris, Mr. W. Harrison, Dr. J. Hirsch, Mr. N. Hilliard, Dr. W. Lowenthal, Dr. W. McKenney, Dr. G. Manley, Dr. M. Neuroth, Dr. A. Richard, Dr. J. Rosecrans, Dr. F. Salter, Dr. J. Schaeffer, Dr. H. Smith, Dr. J. D. Smith, Dr. W. Stepka, Dr. J. Stubbins, Dr. B. van't Riet, Dr. W. Weaver, Dr. E. White, Dr. G. Windridge, Dr. J. Wood.

STUDENT: Ron Abernathy, Sue Bass, Patsy Chance, Drew Doherty, Linda Harmon, Pat Hudson, Michelle Schelling, Clinton Turner, Margaret Varela, Dale Waters, John Fagg.

MEMBERS: Rennie Atkins, Carter Blose, Nancy Bray, Kathie Browning, Jerean Casey, Patsy Chance, Becky Charles, Matilda Clark, Jo Ann Coner, Sue Davis, Georgia Fisher, Susan French, Jo Fukomoto, Pam Fuller, Christa Garber, Pat Hudson, Saree Hunter, Pat Lane, Marcia Mahler, Nadine Mowery, Marsha Murphy, Sandy Norris, Cathy Pipes, Kathy Rose, Michele Schelling, Kristin Cole, Meg Gilmer, Vicki Gwaltney, Sam Hall, Charlotte Leslie, Jan Malley, Emelyn Mills, Gayle Nuckols, Pam Parks, Karen Pickett, Kathy Psztur, Syndie Robertson, Becky Rosier, Elaine Russell, Scotty Watkins. FACULTY ADVISOR: Mrs. B. Rolfe.

HONORARY MEMBER: Miss L. Harvie.
**Pharmacy Abound**

**OFFICERS**

Regent: 1975 - Jon Spitler  
1976 - Bill Anderson  
1st VR: 1975 - Steve May  
1976 - Sam Clay  
2nd VR: 1975 - Ron Abernathy  
1976 - Tom Buckle  
3rd VR: 1975 - Charlie Faulconer  
1976 - Stewart Tyree  
Secretary: 1975 - Stuart Doughtie  
1976 - Sterling Cofer  
Treasurer: 1975 - Curtis Barnes  
1976 - David Forbes  
Historian: 1975 - Jeff Eller  
1976 - Reggie Stennett  
Chaplain: 1975 - Jesse Temple  
1976 - Jesse Temple  
Grand Deputy: Dr. Stubbins


**OFFICERS**

1975–1976

President: Walden Abernathy  
Vice-Pres.: Mike McCoy  
Recording Sec.: Steve Urbanski  
Corres. Sec.: Drew Doherty  
Treasurer: Chuck Price  
Alumni Liaison: John Love  
Master at the Inner Guard: Jim Griffith  
Prelate: Rodney Burton

Eight ways to see MCV? No, of course not. Roughly 2000 students attend this campus, plus the administration and faculty, so in reality, there are many ways to see MCV. While to some MCV is culturing agar plates, to others it is making rounds at North Hospital, punching a set of capsules, or preparing a porcelain crown. Really, when one steps to think about it, there are as many ways to see MCV as there are people.
LEFT TO RIGHT, TOP TO BOTTOM: Mr. John Wong - Director of Student Center; Mr. T. Edward Temple - President, VCU; Dr. John Andrako - Assistant Provost for Health Sciences; Mr. Franklin Bacon - Assistant Dean of Student Life; Dr. Raymond T. Holmes, Jr. - Vice-President for Finance.
A Year of Problems, Solved and Unsolved

LEFT TO RIGHT, TOP TO BOTTOM: Dr. M. Pinson Neal - Provost, MCV; Dr. Daniel T. Watts - Dean, School of Basic Sciences and Graduates Studies; Mrs. Lena Perkins - Secretary, Larrick Student Center; Mr. Harry Hester, Director of Housing; Mr. William A. Robertson, Jr. - Director of Admissions; Dr. Lauren Woods - Vice-President for Health Sciences.
SGA Asserts Leverage

Under the leadership of Paul Wheeler - President, Ron Abernathy - Vice-President, Chris Golenda - Secretary; Carol Pratt - Treasurer, the MCV Student Government Association began the task of solving student problems, sponsoring social activities, and providing services.

The year began with an orientation for new students and a huge back-to-school picnic at Larrick, complete with food, music and beer. For the culturally inclined, the SGA footed half the bill for tickets to the Richmond Symphony and the Virginia Museum plays. September budget meetings brought the usual lengthy meetings and long winded speeches. Out of the chaos came appropriations for Student Directory, money to Coach Brockwell for athletic programs at the gym, an increased X-Ray budget, and a vastly expanded social budget and calendar.

With the creation of the first social committee MCV has seen in years, Ron Abernathy and committee members launched an expanded social program and activities. The fall dance at the Arena accommodated over 1750 people and to the surprise of everyone, Chubby Checker proved that the "Twist" and "Rock 'n Roll" is at home in the 1970's. Two hardy Friday afternoon beer blasts enlivened the spirits of many a MCV student as a total of twenty-five kegs were consumed. A toned down Winter dance at the Mosque and a high spirited spring picnic, a barbecue, at Chesterfield Fair Grounds rounded out the social calendar.

It was also a year of problems and problem solving. Deception, lack of cooperation, and confusion on the part of the Administration proved to be temporary stumbling blocks to the student members of the Parking Committee. After many harsh words, towed cars, and heated meetings, the Parking Committee hammered out a new parking proposal to help solve student parking. With the threat of a SGA sponsored law suit hanging over its head, the Dental School Administration was forced to seek various solutions to the problem of student payment of delinquent patient bills. As these and other problems presented themselves, the Council met them head on and sought fair and logical solutions.

Throughout the year, the SGA strived to meet the needs of MCV students. Sometimes success prevailed, and other times it did not. Still, an honest effort was made and credit goes to the hard work of the officers and each member of SGA council.
THE X-RAY
Headaches And Pleasures Contrast
Take a Good Look
It All Makes MCV
The Welcome Mat is Always Out For You

Join Your

Alumni Association of the Medical College of Virginia

1105 East Clay Street
Richmond, Virginia
Insurance . . .
. . . Bonds

GRINNAN, HARRIS, TABB & CO., INC.

1211 Roseneath Road
Richmond, Va. 23230

Telephone: (804) 355-7401

All Lines of Personal and Commercial Insurance

THE VILLAGE RESTAURANT

Best Submarines and Greek Salads,
prepared by the owner, Steve Dikos.
Appreciate student business.

PRICE IS THE
UNIVERSAL
RICHMOND'S OLDEST FORD DEALER
LANGUAGE!
1012 W. BROAD ST.
648-2831

Compliments of
MCV BOOKSTORE
and
MCV DENTAL STORE
At REVCO, it’s the pharmacist up front that counts

The major and basic difference between Revco’s 762 stores and ordinary drug stores is the Company’s marked emphasis on its prescription business. Revco pharmacists now fill prescriptions at the rate of more than 28 million a year.

Obviously, the operation of high-volume prescription stores such as Revco’s and the simultaneous maintenance of high professional standards requires the services of registered pharmacists of high proficiency and character.

That’s why when we say, ‘‘at Revco, it’s the pharmacist up front that counts,’’ we mean it! Of course, if in addition to working in a highly professional environment, you’re interested in the more mundane matters such as . . .

- Revco’s training program for interns is the most outstanding in the profession
- Revco offers a stock participation retirement plan that provides security and financial growth
- Revco’s rapid growth and continuous expansion program offers many opportunities for advancement to management positions

. . . Then, you should definitely explore your future with Revco. If you are interested in a position in Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, Arizona, Pennsylvania, New York, Maryland, Florida, South Carolina, Kansas, Missouri, Texas, Mississippi, Tennessee, Georgia, Indiana, or Alabama, then write:

Mr. Albert Sebok
Vice President, Store Operations
Revco D.S., Inc.
1925 Enterprise Parkway
Twinsburg, Ohio 44087
76 years
of growth in strength
and dependability

That adds up to over $3.2 billion of insurance in force today and assets of over $431 million. And that means security and protection for more than two million Policyholders. That comes through personalized service from over thirteen hundred Agents in 150 offices... in Virginia, North Carolina, Maryland, Tennessee, Delaware, West Virginia, and the District of Columbia. That's Home Beneficial Life.
Bioblend.

A little extra insurance that your denture patient will like the way she looks.

Trubyte® Bioblend® Anteriors
Available in porcelain and plastic.

TRUBYTE®
Dentsply International P. O. Box 872, York, Pa.
Beautiful full color patient study. Complete with case history, mould and blend selection. Yours for the asking—write for it.

© 1975 Dentsply International Inc.
All rights reserved.
Richmond Eye Hospital
Richmond Ear, Nose
And Throat Hospital

An independent nonprofit community hospital dedicated to the prevention and cure of eye, ear, nose and throat disorders and diseases.

STANDARD
Drug Co.

RICHMOND
PETERSBURG—CHARLOTTESVILLE
NEWPORT NEWS—WAYNESBORO
and
WASHINGTON, D. C.

STROTHER DRUG CO.
Wholesale Druggist
LYNCHBURG, VA
RICHMOND, VA
PRINCETON, WEST VA
GREENSBORO, NC

Serving the health care professions since 1853.

TABB-BROCKENBROUGH
AND RAGLAND
1109 N. Thompson St. 355-7984
Richmond, Virginia
Complete Insurance Facilities

JOSEPH W. BLILEY FUNERAL
HOMES
Phone 649-0511
Central Chapel
3rd and Marshall Sts.
Chippenham Chapel
6900 Hull Street Road

SKULL AND BONES
RESTAURANT
Serving MCV for
Over Fifty Years
Knowledgeable Help in Office Planning

Our broad experience enables us to help you choose a location and an office design that will be ideal for your practice. Let us tell you about our complete Office Planning Service. Available to all Dental Students.

For supplies and equipment contact:
Ray Blake
College Representative

Litton Dental Division
Litton Medical Products Inc., Litton Industries

NORFOLK
3305 Croft St.  (804) 853-7623
ROANOKE
3028 Wentworth Ave., N.W.  (703) 382-1664

RICHMOND
4116 Fitzhugh  (804) 353-2766
LAUREL (Maryland)
3200 Ft. Mead Rd.  (301) 953-2244

THE MACKE COMPANY — RICHMOND
For Your Refreshments Needs

THOMAS G. POWELL, INC.
Manufacturers
Orthotic and Prosthetic Appliances
Phone  649-9043
RICHMOND, VA.  23220

HARRIS-WILLIAMS DENTAL LABORATORY, INC.
Complete and Modern Laboratory Services

407 Lee Medical Bldg.
1805 Monument Ave.
Phone: EL-9-4697
RICHMOND, VA.
GRACE HOSPITAL: providing quality patient care in Richmond since 1911. Ancillary services include nuclear medicine and complete out-patient services.

a facility of Charter Medical Corporation
For over 25 years, helping the medical profession bring better health care to the women of the world... and their families.
Who cares about pharmacists?

We do. Why? Because 362 of us at The Upjohn Company are pharmacists, including the executives in this picture. We understand the vital relationship of pharmacist and physician in the battle against disease.

It's why we do all we can to encourage professional development...and to recognize accomplishment in the field.

Care about pharmacists? At Upjohn, we do.

Left to right. Reed B. Peterson, R.Ph., Vice President for Domestic Pharmaceutical Marketing. Louis C. Schroeter, Ph.D., R.Ph., Vice President for Pharmaceutical Manufacturing; and Anthony J. Tarasza, Ph.D., R.Ph., Vice President for Pharmaceutical Control.
DENTIST-TO-BE
Here are 18 things Healthco will do for you when you're ready to practice:
1. Provide you with your personal Healthco sales representative.
2. Help you select a town through market analysis.
3. Counsel you as to associate practice: group; institutional employ-
   ment.
4. Help you pick a location and type of building.
5. Counsel you as to buying, building or leasing your office.
6. Design your office.
7. Furnish specs on dental equipment, partitions, electrical and
   plumbing layout to contractor architect.
8. Help you decorate your office.
9. Help you select dental equipment best suited to your needs.
10. Help you get financing, with an eye to an expanding and chang-
    ing practice.
11. Help you hire dental hygienist and office personnel.
12. Set up your billing and collection system.
14. Set up inventory control.
15. Provide you with Practice Management counselling.
16. Furnish fast, reliable repair service.
17. Provide you with a library of practice manuals.
18. Give you specially prepared monographs on location selection:
    malpractice; associateship vs. individual practice; how to set
    fees; collection; working with auxiliaries; group practice, etc.

Healthco/Powers & Anderson
1519 Chamberlayne Ave., Richmond
129 Thurston Ave., N.E., Roanoke
57 Healthco dental dealers in the U.S. and Canada
are ready to put you in business . . . when you're ready

For All Your Banking Needs

Convenient Full Service Banking at Our
NELSON CLINIC OFFICE

Member FDIC

COLOPHON

The 1810 copies of the X-Ray were printed by Taylor
Publishing Company of Dallas, Texas. The sales repre-
sentative was Dan DeFalco; in-plant consultant was
Mrs. Nancy Jones.

The 232 pages are printed on Warren 80 lb. Matte paper
while the cover, designed by Kris Cole and Emelyn
Mills, is offset lithography. The body type for the
entire book is litho, set in 12 pt. for body, and 8 pt. for
identifications and index. Headlines for the eight sec-
ctions are as follows: "flashback" - optima; "health
professionals" - times roman italic; "dentists" - x
vogue bold; "graduate students" - bodoni bold; "physi-
cians" - melior; "nurses" - futura book;
"pharmacists" - impact italic; and "wrap-up" - vogue
bold italic.

Professional photographers were Robert Llewellyn and
Larry Webster.
About this book

The why's are not important. It's over. We've learned our lessons. Missed deadlines are a headache, and trying to catch up is even worse. Time closes in; pictures pile up unidentified; layouts are drawn and redrawn; biopharmaceutics problems go unworked while micro questions are left to answer the night before the exam; sleep is lost, and nerves and patience become frayed, thin. But never again! The book is finished, published, and out. So let's talk about it.

Early fall discussion led us into theme problems. Each possible theme just did not fit for the entire school. MCV is too diverse; one story did not tell it all. Dental Hygiene has its own story, as does medical technology, physical therapy, and pharmacy.

So what do we do? We have eight themes and each one tells its own story. And that is just what we published . . . eight books inside one cover to make eight ways to see MCV!

Having accomplished that much, we went one step further. Each section was to be a different color, design, and heading style. With so much diversity we needed some continuity to unify the book. All heads within a section are the same type face. Body copy for the entire book is the same style and size, all justified to the gutter. It was with these specifications that we went to work to produce the 1976 X-RAY.

The staff extends regrets to all those students not portrayed in the book. Unidentified pictures were the major stumbling block for us this year. While classmates were sometimes helpful, they did not always know everyone in the entire class. Failure to appear in the book certainly does not diminish anyone's importance at MCV, for it is through all of us that MCV maintains itself. Our thanks go to all who helped to put the book together. Without that help, this book could not have ever been finished.

X-Ray
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Our search for knowledge has drawn us together at MCV, but only for a short time . . . We then each go our separate ways.